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Abstract In this paper we analyze the energy efficiency of single-hop, multi-
hop, cooperative selective decode-and-forward, cooperative incremental decode-
and-forward, and even the combination of cooperative and non-cooperative
schemes, in wireless sensor networks composed of several nodes. We assume
that, as the sensor nodes can experience either non line-of-sight or some line-
of-sight conditions, the Nakagami-m fading distribution is used to model the
wireless environment. The energy efficiency analysis is constrained by a tar-
get outage probability and an end-to-end throughput. Our results show that
in most scenarios cooperative incremental schemes are more energy efficient
than the other methods.

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are composed of a large number of sen-
sor nodes that can have minimum dimensions and are placed inside or close
to a phenomenon of interest. As it is not required from sensor nodes to be
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placed in engineered or predetermined positions, they can be randomly de-
ployed in inaccessible and irregular areas. This also demands sensor nodes to
be supplied with self-organizing network protocols. These attributes provide
WSNs a large range of applications, such as health, military and commercial.
In health, sensor nodes can be applied to patients monitoring. In military,
the rapid deployment and self-organizing characteristics make WSNs available
for communications, surveillance and reconnaissance applications. In commer-
cial applications, the use of WSNs can be related to inventory management,
product quality control and disaster areas monitoring [1].

Sensor nodes are equipped with limited power sources for which recharg-
ing or replacement might not be possible. Thus, due to the battery lifetime
limitations, the network lifetime is an important metric in WSNs. One of the
frequently employed definitions is the time until the first node drains out its
energy [32]. Thus, transmit power and overall energy consumption are ma-
jor concerns in WSNs. For instance, the transmit power consumed by the
nodes can be decreased if instead of performing long hops to a destination
node, intermediate nodes are used to reach the destination by means of mul-
tiple shorter hops [16]. As transmit power is proportional to a power of the
distance between two nodes [11], the multi-hop (MH) scheme requires each
node to spend a smaller transmit power due to the decreased distance of each
hop. Therefore, MH transmission can provide large transmit power savings if
compared to the single-hop (SH) scheme in which the source communicates
directly to the destination. Another possibility to reduce the required transmit
power is the use of multiple transmit and/or receive antennas per node [3],
also known as MIMO systems. If compared to single antenna communications,
MIMO systems require less transmit power to achieve the same throughput,
as shown in [21]. The use of multiple antennas provides spatial diversity, which
reduces the harmful effects of fading by sending data through several indepen-
dent paths [4]. Moreover, a new protocol is proposed in [27], which switches
between the use of single or multiple antennas, depending on the channel con-
dition, increases the energy efficiency of a wireless local area network.

However, WSNs can have size and cost restrictions which may preclude the
use of multiple antennas at the sensor nodes. In addition, when practical energy
consumption models are considered, as the number of antennas increases, no
energy efficiency gains are obtained [12]. One alternative is the use of cooper-
ative transmission (CT) schemes [26], [15], which can provide spatial diversity
even with single antenna devices. Spatial diversity is achieved through the use
of a partner relay node antenna. The partner node, due to the broadcast nature
of the wireless medium, can overhear the source transmission and then forward
the source frame to the destination node. The so called cooperative protocols
define the specific behavior of the relay node. For instance, in amplify-and-
forward (AF) the relay node just amplifies the received signal and retransmits
it to the destination node. In the compress-and-forward (CF) strategy the re-
lay node compress the received message, which is forwarded to the destination
node [30]. In decode-and-forward (DF) the frame is decoded, re-encoded and
then transmitted by the relay node. In the selective decode-and-forward (SDF)
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variant of the DF cooperative protocol the relay only forwards the frame to
the destination if the decoded frame at the relay is error-free; otherwise the
relay stays silent. The SDF protocol is shown to outperform both AF and DF
in several scenarios [15], and requires less channel state information than CF.
Moreover, the availability of a feedback channel is exploited by another vari-
ant of the DF protocol, the incremental decode-and-forward (IDF) cooperative
protocol. The feedback channel provides the destination node a mechanism to
indicate the relay node the failure or success of the source transmission. The
relay only forwards the frame if it is successfully decoded at the relay, and if
the destination requires so.

Although the MH transmission, multiple antennas and CT schemes can
reduce the required transmit power of a sensor node, the power consumed by
the transmitter and receiver circuitry of the sensor nodes is one aspect that
should not be ignored in the energy efficiency analysis. For long distances the
transmission energy represents the most relevant fraction of the total energy
consumption. However, for short distance applications as WSNs the power con-
sumed by the circuitry can be very relevant in the overall energy analysis [9].
In [10] a model comprising several building blocks of typical transmitter and re-
ceiver circuitry are modeled, including digital-to-analog and analog-to-digital
converters, filters, frequency synthesizers and the power amplifier, among oth-
ers. Following the definitions in [10] it is possible to adequately model the
energy spent by both the transmitter and receiver circuitry. Moreover, note
that when comparing schemes that employ different number of hops, the end-
to-end throughput should be considered, as the performance of a system could
still be degraded even if a packet is received correctly, but with an excessive
delay [17]. For instance, in a three-node scenario (source, relay, destination),
SH requires only one time slot to transmit one frame while a half-duplex
CT scheme requires two time slots. In order to achieve the same end-to-end
throughput in both methods, the CT model should use twice the spectral ef-
ficiency of SH. For instance, in [7] we showed the importance of considering
the circuitry consumption and the end-to-end throughput requirement in the
energy efficiency analysis of a simple three-node network.

1.1 Related Works

Some related works, dealing with the comparison of different transmission
schemes in wireless networks with multiple nodes can be found in the literature.
For instance, the energy efficiency of two MH schemes in MIMO networks are
compared in [18]. The two analyzed transmission schemes differ on the number
of hops. The numerical results show that in many scenarios the transmission
scheme that uses an increased number of hops requires less transmit power
due to the shorter distance of each hop. However, the energy efficiency analysis
does not take into account the total energy consumption, only the required
transmit power is included. The end-to-end throughput is also not considered.
Cooperative and non-cooperative schemes are studied in [20]. The SH, MH and
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SDF schemes have their bit error rate (BER) performance compared, with the
SDF scheme achieving the best results. However, the analysis does not include
the energy efficiency nor the end-to-end throughput restrictions.

In [13] CT and MH schemes are compared in a cellular network. The SDF
cooperative scheme presents higher achievable rates than MH in scenarios com-
posed of a small number of relays per cell. Nevertheless, neither the energy
efficiency nor the end-to-end throughput are considered. The energy efficiency
of IDF is studied in [24]. The analyzed scenarios are composed of one source
node, one destination node and one relay node. Results show that for short
distances between source and destination nodes SH is more energy efficient
than IDF. However, spectral efficiency compensations in order to obtain the
same end-to-end throughput are not imposed to the CT scheme. In [23] the en-
ergy efficiency of some hybrid relaying schemes, including AF/DF and CF/DF
is analyzed under the constraint of a target outage probability. The proposed
relaying strategy is able to obtain either transmit or receive diversity.

The system models of [18], [20] and [24] only consider non line-of-sight
(NLOS) scenarios, while WSNs can often be under some line-of-sight (LOS)
conditions [25]. Moreover, only incremental cooperation is considered in [24]
and [23] and only SDF is studied in [20] and [13]. The comparison of IDF
and SDF protocols could expose the effects of the availability of a feedback
channel in the energy efficiency of cooperative communications. Another im-
portant issue is that the total number of nodes involved in the communica-
tion limits the number of possible transmission schemes between source and
destination nodes. For instance, in a three-node scenario as in [24], only two
non-cooperative (SH and MH with two hops) schemes are possible. However, if
extended scenarios composed of several nodes are considered, a diverse number
of transmission schemes can be constructed.

In this paper we analyze the energy efficiency of SH, MH, CT (SDF and
IDF) and even hybrid models of non-cooperative and cooperative transmission
schemes in WSNs with multiple nodes. The energy efficiency performance of
the different schemes is analyzed under the constraint of a target outage prob-
ability and a target end-to-end throughput. The impact of a feedback channel
and NLOS/LOS conditions are also considered. The objective is to determine
the most appropriate transmission scheme in terms of energy efficiency under
the above constraints.

1.2 Main Contributions

The energy efficiency analysis performed in this paper, under target outage and
end-to-end throughput constraints, shows that the IDF cooperative and hybrid
schemes have the best energy efficiency performances in most scenarios when
compared with the other models. Considering the analyzed scenarios, only in
case of some LOS and when the target end-to-end throughput is very high the
cooperative and hybrid schemes may be outperformed by SH. Even though the
increase in the number of relays in MH shortens the distance of each hop, the
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MH transmission presents the worst performance due to the required increased
spectral efficiency at each hop and to the increased circuitry consumption. The
MH scheme can outperform the other transmission methods when the end-
to-end throughput requirement is relaxed. However, in such cases either the
maximum delay is considerably increased or the system complexity is much
larger than that of SH or the CT schemes. To the best of our knowledge, there
are no similar works that compare the energy efficiency performance of the
cooperative and non-cooperative schemes considered in this paper, with an
analysis of the impact of the end-to-end throughput requirements and also the
impact of the number of available relays.

1.3 Organization

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system
model. Section 3 presents the outage probability and the energy consumption
of the non-cooperative SH and MH schemes, the CT schemes and some hybrid
transmission models. Section 4 presents numerical results, including the impact
of the outage probability and end-to-end throughput requirements, as well as
spatial reuse in MH. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 System Model

We consider a WSN where a source (S) transmits a data frame to a destina-
tion (D). We assume that there are K intermediate nodes between S and D,
which can act as relays for S. The kth relay is denoted as Rk, k ∈ [1,K]. For
the sake of analytical tractability the K + 2 nodes of interest are randomly
disposed over a line, with S at the origin, and D at a distance d from S. Such
one-dimensional setup can be found, for instance, in production systems or
highways. In the particular case of K = 0 there are no relay nodes, and there-
fore only SH transmission is possible. For K = 1 there is one relay between S
and D, and the number of possible transmission schemes is limited to three:
SH, MH and CT. If the end-to-end throughput and target outage constraints
are considered in this scenario, CT has better energy efficiency performance
than SH and MH, specially if a feedback channel is available [7]. For K ≥ 2, we
have a significant increase of possible transmission schemes. Besides the direct
transmission from S to D, we have the following options: i) MH transmission
by means of shorter or longer hops with or without spatial reuse; ii) CT with
or without the presence of a feedback channel (IDF or SDF, respectively);
iii) hybrid schemes composed by a mix of cooperative and non-cooperative
schemes. For all considered methods, the transmissions are orthogonal in time
and the sensor nodes are half-duplex.

The Rayleigh distribution [11] is widely employed to model the multipath
fading effects of the radio propagation environment, however it only models
NLOS conditions. As the sensor nodes can often be under some LOS [25], the
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Rayleigh distribution is not necessarily the most suitable one. The Nakagami-
m distribution [28] can be adapted to represent a wide variety of empirical
measurements, while the severity of the fading can be adjusted by the param-
eter m. Based on the experimental results presented in [31], we consider m = 1
for NLOS (equal to Rayleigh) and m = 2 for the case of some LOS (less se-
vere than Rayleigh). In addition, we consider that the channel is in long-term
quasi-static fading. As the channel remains constant for a long period of time,
simple retransmissions from S are not very efficient because an entire set of
retransmissions could suffer the same deep fading.

The energy efficiency is analyzed in terms of the total energy consumption
per bit of each transmission scheme. Besides the required transmit power, that
is distance dependent, we also consider the energy consumed by the transmit
and receive circuitry. Following [10], the total consumed energy per bit in an
i to j transmission (i− j link) is:

Ebt,ij =
PPA,ij + PTX + PRX

Rb
, (1)

where PPA,ij represents the power consumed by the power amplifier, PTX and
PRX are respectively the transmitting and receiving power consumed by the
internal RF circuitry, and Rb corresponds to the bit rate in bits/s. Moreover,
Rb = ∆ ·B, where ∆ is the spectral efficiency and B is the system bandwidth,
in Hz. We consider the same block diagram for the RF circuitry introduced
in [10], a model which is well accepted in the literature and is still up to
date, as shown in [8]. For the transmitting circuitry, the following components
are included: digital-to-analog converter, mixer, transmit filters and frequency
synthesizer and the respective power consumptions are: PDAC , Pmix, Pfil tx

and Psyn, totalizing the consumed power for the transmitting circuitry as

PTX = PDAC + Pmix + Pfil tx + Psyn. (2)

For the receiving circuitry, the following component blocks are considered:
frequency synthesizer, low-noise amplifier, mixer, intermediate frequency am-
plifier, receive filter and analog-to-digital converter. The power consumptions
are respectively: Psyn, PLNA, Pmix, PIFA, Pfil tx, PADC , while the total power
consumption for the receiving hardware is given by:

PRX = Psyn + PLNA + Pmix + PIFA + Pfil rx + PADC . (3)

The power amplifier consumption depends on the amplifier efficiency [10],
such that:

PPA,ij =
ξ

η
Pi, (4)

where ξ = 3
(√

M−1√
M+1

)

is the peak-to-average ratio for an M -QAM modulation,

η is the amplifier drain efficiency and Pi is the transmit power of node i. As we
consider a narrowband single-carrier transceiver, typical of WSNs, the energy
consumption of the baseband signal processing blocks is quite small when
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compared to the RF circuitry power consumption, and therefore is neglected
in the model proposed in [10]1.

The energy efficiency analysis is performed under the constraint of an out-
age probability. The outage probability is defined for an infinite block length
code, however this assumption is not an invalidating issue, since there are
several works in the literature showing that the outage probability can satis-
factorily predict the frame error rate of good practical codes with relatively
short block lengths [2,14,19]. An outage occurs in the transmission of a frame
from nodes i to j, when the SNR (Signal-to-Noise-Ratio) at node j falls below
a threshold value β = 2∆ − 1 [11]. Considering our specific system model, the
frame received at node j is given by:

yij =
√

Pi γij hij x+ nij , (5)

where γij represents the path loss in the i− j link, hij is a scalar representing
the Nakagami-m quasi-static fading, x corresponds to the transmitted frame
and nij represents the AWGN vector, with varianceN0/2 per dimension, where
N0 is the thermal noise power spectral density per Hz. The path loss between
i and j is given by [11]:

γij =

(

Gλ2

(4π)2dαijMlNf

)

, (6)

where dij is the distance in meters between nodes i and j, α represents the
path loss exponent, G is the total gain of the transmit and receive antennas,
λ is the wavelength, Ml is the link margin and Nf is the noise figure at the
receiver. The instantaneous SNR in the i− j link is:

SNRij = |hij |
2 · SNRij , (7)

where SNRij =
γijPi

N and N = N0 · B is the noise power spectral density.
Finally, the outage probability of the i− j link is given by [25]:

Oij =
Ψ
(

m, mNβ
γijPi

)

Γ (m)
, (8)

where Ψ(a, b) =
∫ b

0
ya−1 exp(−y)dy is the incomplete gamma function and

Γ (a) =
∫∞
0

ya−1 exp(−y)dy is the complete gamma function. At high SNR, the
incomplete gamma function can be approximated2 by Ψ(a, b) ≃ (1/a) · ba [25].
Therefore:

Oij ≃
1

Γ (m+ 1)

(

mNβ

γijPi

)m

. (9)

1 Note that the baseband processing can be neglected only because we assume a simple
narrowband single-carrier transceiver. In the case of broadband multi-carrier transceivers,
typical of local and wide area networks, then the baseband processing consumption has to
be taken into account [6].

2 The high-SNR approximation is quite accurate for the outage values considered in this
paper. For outage values lower than 10−2, the approximate and the exact curves match
perfectly for m = 1 and m = 2, as shown in [29].
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3 Transmission schemes

In this section we present the outage probability, the optimal transmit power,
and the total consumed energy per bit for SH, MH, CT and some hybrid
transmission schemes.

3.1 Single-hop Transmission (SH)

In the SH scheme the communication involves only two nodes: S and D, with
node S performing a direct transmission to node D. Note that in the SH
transmission scheme the number of Rk nodes is not relevant, since they are
not used. Replacing i and j by S and D in (1), the total consumed energy per
bit of the SH transmission is:

Ebt,SH = Ebt,SD =
PPA,SD + PTX + PRX

Rb
. (10)

In order to obtain the minimum consumed energy, PPA,SD must be minimized
since PTX and PRX are not adjustable and depend on the specific technology.
Considering O∗ as the target end-to-end outage probability and substituting
in (9), the SH optimal transmit power is:

P ∗
SH =

mNβ

γSD [Γ (m+ 1)O∗]1/m
, (11)

such that OSH = O∗.

3.2 Multi-hop Transmission (MH)

In the MH transmission scheme, the communication from S to D is accom-
plished through the use of relays positioned between them. Although the dis-
tance of each hop is shortened in the MH scheme with respect to the SH case,
the number of hops in MH increases. In order to obtain the same end-to-end
throughput of the SH model, in MH each node must operate at a spectral
efficiency L times that used in SH, where L is the number of hops between
S and D. Therefore, an outage event will occur when the received SNR falls
below a threshold βL = 2L∆ − 1. Thus, the outage probability for each link
i− j is:

pij ≃
1

Γ (m+ 1)

(

mNβL

γijPi

)m

. (12)

The outage probability of the MH scheme is3:

OMH = pSRA(1)
+
(

1− pSRA(1)

)

·

W−1
∑

w=1

(

pRA(w)RA(w+1)
·

w−1
∏

z=1

(

1− pRA(z)RA(z+1)

)

)

+
(

1− pSRA(1)

)

· pRA(W )D
·

W−1
∏

w=1

(

1− pRA(w)RA(w+1)

)

, (13)

3 Considering
∑b

x=a(θ(x)) = 0 if a > b and
∏b

x=a(θ(x)) = 1 if a > b.
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where A is a vector that contains the relay nodes that are involved in the MH
transmission, A(w) represents the wth element of A, and W is the cardinality
of A. For example, consider K = 5 relays, and that only relays R3 and R4 are
involved in the transmission. Then A(w) = [3, 4], with A(1) = 3, A(2) = 4
and W = 2.

The total consumed energy per bit is:

Ebt,MH = pSRA(1)
·
PPA,MH + PTX + PRX

LRb

+ (1 − pSRA(1)
) ·

W−1
∑

w=1

(

pRA(w)RA(w+1)
·
(w + 1)(PPA,MH + PTX + PRX)

LRb

·

w−1
∏

z=1

(

1− pRA(z)RA(z+1)

)

)

+ (1 − pSRA(1)
) ·

(W + 1)(PPA,MH + PTX + PRX)

LRb

·

W−1
∏

w=1

(1− pRA(w)RA(w+1)
). (14)

The first term in (14) corresponds to the consumed energy if RA(1) was not
able to correctly decode the message from S and the frame is considered lost.
The second term corresponds to successful decodings by the relay nodes until
the transmission from RA(w) to RA(w+1), for w < W , which is not successfully
decoded. Finally, the third term corresponds to the consumed energy if the
message was correctly decoded by all relay nodes and then forwarded to D.
All terms are divided by L because, as spectral efficiency is multiplied by L,
each single transmission is L times faster than in SH.

The outage probability in (13) can be rewritten as:

OMH =
fSRA(1)

(PMH)m
+

(

1−
fSRA(1)

(PMH)m

)

·

W−1
∑

w=1

(

fRA(w)RA(w+1)

(PMH)m
·

w−1
∏

z=1

(

1−
fRA(z)RA(z+1)

(PMH)m

)

)

+

(

1−
fSRA(1)

(PMH)m

)

·
fRA(W )D

(PMH)m
·

W−1
∏

w=1

(

1−
fRA(w)RA(w+1)

(PMH)m

)

, (15)

where fSRA(1)
= 1

Γ (m+1)

(

mNβL

γSR
A(1)

)m

, fRiRj
= 1

Γ (m+1)

(

mNβL

γRiRj

)m

and fRA(W )D =

1
Γ (m+1)

(

mNβL

γR
A(W )D

)m

. The optimal transmit power P ∗
MH can be obtained by

replacing OMH by a target outage probability O∗ in (15) and calculating the
smallest real and positive solution as a function of PMH .

The performance of MH can be improved if spatial reuse is applied. For
instance, consider the case of K = 2. With spatial reuse, in a given time slot
S transmits to R1 while R2 transmits to D. In the next slot R1 transmits to
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R2. Note that in the first slot S interferes in the transmission from R2 to D
and R2 interferes in the transmission from S to R1. Considering that all nodes
transmit with the same power, the interference from R2 to R1 will be high and
will have the same power of the transmission from S to R1. The instantaneous
SINR (Signal-to-Interference-plus-Noise Ratio) in the S −R1 link would be:

SINRSR1 =
|hSR1 |

2 · PMH

|hR2R1 |
2 · PMH +N

(16)

Thus, the co-channel interference does not allow the nodes to communicate
properly. Directional antennas and interference cancellation could solve that
issue, but both do not seem much realistic in a WSN scenario. Anyway, let us
suppose perfect interference cancellation, which can be obtained by a combi-
nation of dirty paper and superposition coding as in [22]. Then, since simul-
taneous transmissions will be possible, S will be able to transmit a message
at alternating time slots for any number of relays, thus L = 2 ∀K in MH.

For instance, in the case of K = 2, then SINRSR1 =
|hSR1 |

2·PMH

N , since the
interference is perfectly canceled. In Section 4 we investigate the impact of
interference cancellation and spatial reuse in the performance of MH.

3.3 Cooperative Transmission (CT)

In the CT scheme a relay node helps the communication between S andD. The
communication happens in a two step process. In the first step S broadcasts
a message which is heard by both D and Rk. In the second step Rk can
cooperate forwarding the message to D. The CT scheme requires two time
slots to perform the communication and the spectral efficiency of each of its
transmissions needs to be twice (L = 2) the spectral efficiency of SH.

Supposing the use of selection combining at the destination, the outage
probability for the CT scenario is a function of the outage probabilities of
each of its links S −D, S −Rk and Rk −D as expressed by:

OCT = pSD · [pSRk
+ (1− pSRk

) · pRkD] , (17)

or alternatively rewritten as:

OCT =
fSD

(PCT )m
·

[

fSRk

(PCT )m
+

(

1−
fSRk

(PCT )m

)

·
fRkD

(PCT )m

]

, (18)

where fSD = 1
Γ (m+1)

(

mNβL

γSD

)m

, fSRk
= 1

Γ (m+1)

(

mNβL

γSRk

)m

and fRkD =

1
Γ (m+1)

(

mNβL

γRkD

)m

. Replacing OCT by O∗ in (18), the optimal transmit power

P ∗
CT can be obtained as the smallest real and positive solution of:

O∗(PCT )
3m − (fSRk

fSD + fRkDfSD) (PCT )
m + (fSRk

fRkDfSD) = 0. (19)
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3.3.1 SDF

In SDF the relay node cooperates if it was able to correctly decode the message
from S. The total consumed energy per bit is:

Ebt,SDF = pSRk
×

PPA,CT + PTX + 2PRX

LRb

+ (1− pSRk
)×

2PPA,CT + 2PTX + 3PRX

LRb
. (20)

The first term in (20) represents the consumed energy in the case that Rk can
not decode the message from S properly. The second term represents the case
where Rk is successful in decoding the message. In this second case Rk forwards
the message to D, reflecting in additional transmit and receive consumptions.

3.3.2 IDF

The availability of a feedback channel is considered in the IDF cooperative
protocol. The feedback channel provides to node D a mechanism to inform
the relay node if it could successfully decode a message, which permits the
relay to retransmit an overheard message only if required by D. The total
consumed energy per bit is4:

Ebt,IDF = (1− pSD)×
PPA,CT + PTX + 2PRX

LRb

+ pSD · pSRk
×

PPA,CT + PTX + 2PRX

LRb

+ pSD · (1− pSRk
)×

2PPA,CT + 2PTX + 3PRX

LRb
. (21)

The first term in (21) represents a successful transmission from S to D, which
does not require the cooperation of the chosen relay Rk. In the second term
neither D nor Rk can decode the message, which represents a failure in the
transmission process. The third term represents an unsuccessful decoding at
D with a correct decoding at the relay node which results in the cooperation
of Rk with an additional transmission from Rk to D.

Note that in the analyzed cooperative schemes, for K > 1 we have a
multirelay scenario which the optimal relay is the one that minimizes (20) and
(21). We consider that the relay has been previously defined by a proactive
relay selection algorithm. A proactive algorithm allows all the other nodes
(except S, D, and the selected relay) to enter an idle mode during the two-
hop cooperative transmission [5].

4 When a return channel is available we also consider that two time slots are reserved
for the transmission of each packet. Therefore, in order to achieve the same end-to-end
throughput as SH, in IDF L = 2. If an ACK signal is received, and a retransmission is not
required, then both the source and the relay stay silent during the second time slot, which
impacts positively in the energy consumption [7].
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3.4 Hybrid Transmission (HT)

Hybrid schemes that combine the use of cooperative and non-cooperative tech-
niques can be defined. Considering scenarios with several nodes, the number of
possible combinations is very large. In order to compare the energy efficiency
of some hybrid transmissions to cooperative and non-cooperative techniques,
we considered scenarios with K = 2 relays, which is the minimum number of
relay nodes required to generate hybrid schemes. We detail in this section the
hybrid scheme that among all the analyzed combinations presented the best
performance.

Figure 1 shows the hybrid transmission scheme that combines a MH trans-
mission through R1 with cooperation through R2. In the first time slot, S
transmits a frame to R1. The transmission can be overheard by R2 and D, as
shown in Figure 1a. If the transmission is successfully overheard by R2, this
relay retransmits the frame to D in the second time slot, even if R1 could
decode the message, as shown in Figure 1b. Note that while R2 transmits to
D, R1 is silent. However, if R2 can not decode the message from S but R1

could, then R1 retransmits the frame to D in the second time slot, as shown
in Figure 1c. If neither D nor R1 nor R2 can decode the message from S, the
frame is considered lost. In order to avoid a collision in the second time slot
we assume that R2 always waits for a shorter time than R1 before sensing
the medium. Therefore, R1 defers its transmission if a transmission from R2

is detected. Note that in this scheme we have a mechanism similar to relay
selection, where only one out of two relays cooperates with the transmission.
Moreover, the communication process is defined in two time slots and the
spectral efficiency of each transmission needs to be twice (L = 2) the spectral
efficiency of SH in order to guarantee at least the same end-to-end through-
put. This scheme can operate under both SDF and IDF protocols. The outage
probability for the HT proposed scheme is given by:

OHT = pSD · pSR1 · pSR2 + pSD · (1− pSR2) · pR2D

+ pSD · (1− pSR1) · pSR2 · pR1D, (22)

which can be rewritten as:

OHT =
fSD · fSR1 · fSR2

(PHT )3m
+

(

1−
fSR2

(PHT )m

)

·
fSD · fR2D

(PHT )2m

+

(

1−
kSR1

(PHT )m

)

·
fSD · fSR2 · fR1D

(PHT )3m
. (23)

Replacing OHT by O∗ in (23), the optimal transmit power P ∗
HT can be ob-

tained as the smallest real and positive solution of:

O∗(PHT )
4m − (fSDfR2D) (PHT )

2m

− (fSDfSR1fSR2 + fSDfSR2fR1D − fSDfSR2fR2D) (PHT )
m +

+(fSDfSR1fSR2fR1D) = 0. (24)
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3.4.1 Selective Hybrid Transmission (SHT)

In the HT scheme using the SDF protocol, as a feedback channel is not avail-
able, the decoded message is always retransmitted by one relay node, be it R1

or R2, unless both could not decode the source message. The total consumed
energy per bit is:

Ebt,SHT = pSR1 · pSR2 ×
PPA,HT + PTX + 3PRX

LRb

+ (1 − pSR2)×
2PPA,HT + 2PTX + 4PRX

LRb

+ (1 − pSR1) · pSR2 ×
2PPA,HT + 2PTX + 4PRX

LRb
. (25)

The first term in (25) represents the consumed energy in the case that neither
R1 norR2 can decode the message from S properly. The second term represents
the case where R2 is successful in decoding the message and forwards the
frame to D. The third term represents the case that only R1 can decode the
transmission from S and then forwards the frame to D.

3.4.2 Incremental Hybrid Transmission (IHT)

The presence of a feedback channel in the IHT scheme provides a mechanism
so that D requests retransmissions from the relay nodes only if needed. The
total consumed energy per bit in this case is:

Ebt,IHT = pSR1 · pSR2 ×
PPA,HT + PTX + 3PRX

LRb

+ (1− pSD) · (1− pSR2)×
PPA,HT + PTX + 3PRX

LRb

+ pSD · (1 − pSR2)×
2PPA,HT + 2PTX + 4PRX

LRb

+ (1− pSD) · (1− pSR1) · pSR2 ×
PPA,HT + PTX + 3PRX

LRb

+ pSD · (1 − pSR1) · pSR2 ×
2PPA,HT1 + 2PTX + 4PRX

LRb
. (26)

The first term in (26) represents the consumed energy in the case that neither
R1 nor R2 can decode the message from S properly. The second and third
terms represent the cases where R2 is successful in decoding the transmission
from S. In the second term D is also able to decode the message, thus no
retransmission is required. In the third term, as D can not decode the frame,
R2 cooperates with an additional transmission. In the forth term R1 decodes
the transmission, while R2 can not, but the frame is also decoded by D and a
retransmission is not needed. Finally, the fifth term represents the case where
R1 is the only node that can decode the transmission from S and retransmits
the message to D.
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4 Results and analysis

In this section the energy efficiency of the cooperative, non-cooperative and
hybrid schemes are numerically evaluated. The system parameters were set
according to Table 1 and the circuitry consumption parameters follow the val-
ues presented in [10], and are listed in Table 2. We considered 500 topologies
in which the relays were randomly disposed, and evaluated the mean con-
sumed energy per bit for each transmission scheme. Figure 2 compares the
mean consumed energy per bit in NLOS condition for SH, MH, SDF and IDF
cooperative schemes, and the SHT and IHT hybrid schemes. It is considered
for all methods a maximum outage of O∗ = 10−3 and ∆ = 2 b/s/Hz. From
the figure we can see that the MH scheme presents a worse performance even
than SH (MH is the multi-hop transmission composed of three hops: from S
to R1, then R1 to R2 and finally R2 to D, thus K = 2, and A(w) = [1,2]). The
two cooperative schemes, SDF and IDF, are outperformed by their respec-
tive HT schemes from a given distance. The SHT scheme presents a better
performance than SDF for d > 14 m. If a feedback channel is available, IHT
outperforms IDF for d > 16 m. The HT schemes outperform the CT models
due to the increased spatial diversity that they provide. For example, the CT
schemes provide two possible independent paths towards D (from S to D and
from Rk to D), while in the analyzed HT models, as we have an additional
relay that can cooperate with the transmission, there are three possible inde-
pendent paths to D. For shorter distances, as the circuitry consumption is a
relevant factor, the HT schemes are outperformed by the CT models due to
the additional node employed in the communication. Note also that for d > 33
m SHT has a better performance even than the IDF scheme, showing that the
spatial diversity provided by the additional relay can be more interesting than
the use of a feedback channel.

Figure 3 illustrates the mean consumed energy per bit for the same sce-
nario as Figure 2, but considering some LOS. Although in LOS conditions the
use of cooperation provides decreased overall advantage over the other non-
cooperative schemes, IDF and IHT still present the best performances, with
IHT outperforming IDF for d > 96 m. Moreover, SDF is outperformed by SH
for d < 60 m and by SHT for d > 71 m. Similarly to the results obtained for
NLOS conditions, SH outperforms the MH scheme.

4.1 Impact of throughput and outage probability

Different results can be obtained if other values are considered for the end-to-
end throughput. Figure 4 shows the cooperative, non-cooperative and hybrid
schemes mean consumed energy for ∆ = 6 b/s/Hz and O∗ = 10−3 in NLOS
conditions, where SDF is outperformed by SH for any d. The results for LOS
for this same scenario are shown in Figure 5. Note that SH outperforms all the
other schemes for almost any d. In Figure 6 the mean energy consumption of
the transmission schemes in LOS are compared for ∆ ranging from 1 b/s/Hz
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to 10 b/s/Hz and for a given S − D distance (d = 40 m). Note that for
∆ = 5 b/s/Hz, SH and IHT present a very close performance. However, for
∆ > 5 b/s/Hz, SH outperforms the other methods. Under NLOS conditions,
the advantage of SH decreases and it is the most energy efficient scheme only
for ∆ > 8 b/s/Hz, as shown in Figure 7. Moreover, several different scenarios
for otherO∗ (ranging from 10−2 to 10−4) were tested, without relevant changes
in the conclusions.

4.2 Spatial reuse in MH

Figure 8 shows that as the number of available relays (K) in MH is increased,
the mean energy consumption also increases. That is because although a higher
number of relays allows shorter hops, the spectral efficiency to be used in each
hop also increases, as the maximum imposed delay for MH is K+1 times that
of SH. However, different results can be obtained if spatial reuse is considered.
In Figure 9 we show the energy efficiency of MH under LOS, O∗ = 10−3

and ∆ = 2 b/s/Hz, when spatial reuse is applied, and the interference is
optimally canceled. Note that with spatial reuse MH with K = 1 is the most
energy efficient MH scheme for short distances. However, for higher S − D
distances, the MH schemes with different K present similar performances.
That is because, although the transmit power to be used at each hop is reduced
with the increase of K, more nodes are involved in the communication, and
then the circuitry consumption becomes relevant. We can also note that with
spatial reuse, MH is only able to outperform SDF for short S−D distances, but
is outperformed by SH for any d. In the case of NLOS, MH with spatial reuse
is not more energy efficient than SDF or SH for any d. Therefore, considering
our scenarios, MH even with spatial reuse only outperforms SDF in the case
of LOS and when the S −D distance is small.

4.3 Impact of the end-to-end throughput constraints

In this section we relax the end-to-end throughput constraints in order to show
that much different results are obtained if that is not considered. Figure 10
shows the mean energy consumed by the cooperative and non-cooperative
schemes with no end-to-end throughput restrictions (L = 1 for all schemes),
in NLOS conditions. Although SDF presents the best performance for most d,
SH is the most advantageous scheme at short distances. The SH transmission
is outperformed by SDF for d > 9 m and by MH with K = 2 andK = 3 for d >
16 m. Moreover, note that in this scenario MH using shorter hops can be more
efficient than SH, which opposes the results presented in Figure 8, where the
end-to-end throughput restrictions are considered and MH is actually the worst
option. The opposing conclusions of Figures 10 and 8 show the importance of
considering the appropriate modeling in an energy efficiency analysis.
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5 Conclusion

The energy efficiency of some cooperative, non-cooperative and hybrid trans-
mission schemes in WSN scenarios composed of multiple nodes are compared
in this paper. The analysis is performed under the constraint of a target out-
age probability and end-to-end throughput in LOS and NLOS conditions. Our
analysis shows that in most scenarios cooperative and hybrid transmission
schemes present the best performances, specially if a feedback channel is avail-
able. Among the non-cooperative schemes, the SH transmission presents the
best results. However, in systems where the end-to-end throughput is not a re-
quirement, different results are obtained. In this case, MH using several nodes
can be more energy efficient than SH or SDF, due to the shortened distance
of each hop. Anyway, if end-to-end throughput is a concern, then MH should
be avoided and the use of cooperation, specially of the incremental type, is in
general the best option.
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Table 1 System Parameters

Link Margin Ml = 40 dB
Noise Figure Nf = 10 dB
Antenna Gain G = 5 dBi
Carrier Frequency fc = 2.5 GHz
Noise Power Spectral Density N0 = −174 dBm
Bandwidth B = 10 KHz
Path Loss Exponent (LOS) α = 2.5
Path Loss Exponent (NLOS) α = 3.5
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Table 2 Circuitry Power Consumption

Mixer Pmix = 30.0 mW
TX/RX Filters Pfil tx = Pfil rx = 2.5 mW
Frequency Synthesizer Psyn = 50 mW
Low-Noise Amplifier PLNA = 20 mW
Intermediate Frequency Amplifier PIFA = 3 mW
Analog-to-Digital Converter PADC = 6.7 mW
Digital-to-Analog Converter PDAC = 15.4 mW
Amplifier Drain Efficiency η = 0.35
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FIGURES 23

(a) The transmission from node S to R1 can be over-
heard by R2 and D.

(b) Node R2 overheard the transmission from S and
retransmitted the frame to D.

(c) Node R2 could not successfully overhear the trans-
mission from S, then R1 retransmitted the frame to
D.

Fig. 1 Hybrid transmission scheme.
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Fig. 2 Mean consumed energy per bit of the Single-hop, Multi-hop through R1 and R2,
Cooperative, and Hybrid schemes in NLOS condition, for K = 2, O∗ = 10−3 and ∆ = 2
b/s/Hz.
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Fig. 3 Mean consumed energy per bit of the Single-hop, Multi-hop through R1 and R2,
Cooperative, and Hybrid schemes in LOS condition, for K = 2, O∗ = 10−3 and ∆ = 2
b/s/Hz.
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Fig. 4 Mean consumed energy per bit of the Single-hop, Multi-hop through R1 and R2,
Cooperative, and Hybrid schemes in NLOS condition, for K = 2, O∗ = 10−3 and ∆ = 6
b/s/Hz.
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Fig. 5 Mean consumed energy per bit of the Single-hop, Multi-hop through R1 and R2,
Cooperative, and Hybrid schemes in LOS condition, for K = 2, O∗ = 10−3 and ∆ = 6
b/s/Hz.
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Fig. 6 Mean consumed energy per bit of the Single-hop, Multi-hop through R1 and R2,
Cooperative, and Hybrid schemes in LOS condition, for K = 2, O∗ = 10−3 and d = 40 m.
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Fig. 7 Mean consumed energy per bit of the Single-hop, Multi-hop through R1 and R2,
Cooperative, and Hybrid schemes in NLOS condition, for K = 2, O∗ = 10−3 and d = 40 m.
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Fig. 8 Mean consumed energy per bit of the Single-hop, Multi-hop and SDF, considering
the end-to-end throughput restrictions in NLOS condition, for O∗ = 10−3 and ∆ = 2
b/s/Hz.
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Fig. 9 Mean consumed energy per bit of the Single-hop, Multi-hop and SDF, in LOS
condition for O∗ = 10−3 and ∆ = 2 b/s/Hz. Spatial reuse is considered for Multi-hop.
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Fig. 10 Total consumed energy per bit of the Single-hop, Multi-hop and SDF, with no
end-to-end throughput constraints (L = 1) in NLOS condition, for O∗ = 10−3 and ∆ = 2
b/s/Hz.


